
Interpon 
Anodic III Collection 
For a precious finish 

Your imagination starts with our finish
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Transparency and reliability
Building a sustainable future
The Interpon Anodic III collection is one of a family of products that is not just helping 
us to imagine the future; it is also protecting it. Backed by an Environmental Product 
Declaration (EPD), the raw materials, manufacture and transportation associated with 
creating Interpon D have been assessed by an independent third-party for transparent 
sustainability credentials. 

Interpon Anodic III Collection

Interpon D2525 superdurable 
and metallic-effect finishes

The Interpon Anodic III Collection of metallic-effect powder coatings helps architects and designers imagine designs that have 
the stunning look of anodized aluminum, but with a minimal environmental impact to leave a lasting legacy and protect the world 
around us.

Available in an amazing range of matt and metallic-effect finishes, the innovative Interpon Anodic III powder coatings comprise 
a beautiful collection of colors, from shiny blacks to soft silvers, steely blues to earthy bronzes, to match every mood and style.

The ideal alternative to anodized aluminum for windows and facades, an Interpon D2525 Anodic III finish delivers superior color 
and gloss retention and better color consistency. Surfaces are also much easier to repair should the coating be chipped or 
damaged during fabrication or installation. Its proven resistance to weathering is supported by a long-term guarantee for a truly 
remarkable stand-out performance.

Creating futures that last
You can rely on us. Our Interpon Anodic III collection 
delivers on its promised durability levels in terms of color 
retention and film integrity. 

  Offering up to 25 years global warranty on the coating 
performance for the Interpon D2525 Anodic III range 
when applied by an Interpon D Approved Applicator.

  Qualicoat Class 2 and GSB Master certifications.

  Meets the performance requirements of AMAA 2604 
and BS EN 12206.  
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Colors and 
trends for the 
world’s finest 
creative minds

Steel Blue Gray 715
Y2215F

Gold Pearl
YY217E

Steel Bronze 2
Y2217F

Anodic Ice
YW201E

Steel Bronze 1
Y2206F

Black
YN205E

Soft Silver 
Y2203I

Steel Blue Platinum
Y2207I

Gold Splendour
Y2205I

Anodic Bronze
Y2214F

Soft Champagne
Y2204I

Golden Beach
YW255F



Europe, Middle East and Africa Edition

Your imagination starts with our finish

Follow us
Powder Coatings by AkzoNobel

We supply the sustainable and innovative 
paints and coatings that our customers, 
communities – and the environment – are 
increasingly relying on. That’s why everything 
we do starts with People. Planet. Paint. Our 
world class portfolio of brands – including 
Dulux, International, Sikkens and Interpon – is 
trusted by customers around the globe. We’re 
active in more than 150 countries and have 
set our sights on becoming the global industry 
leader. It’s what you’d expect from a pioneering 
paints company that’s committed to science-
based targets and is taking genuine action 
to address globally relevant challenges and 
protect future generations.

For more information please visit 
www.akzonobel.com and www.interpon.com

All products supplied & technical advice 
given are subject to the standard terms of 
sale of the AkzoNobel supplying company. 
Copyright ©2023 Akzo Nobel Powder Coatings 
Ltd. Interpon is a registered trademark of 
AkzoNobel.
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architectural.interpon.com

Speak to your local representative or contact 
interpon.info@akzonobel.com and learn more about what 
Interpon Anodic III Collection can do for you. 

Interpon Design App
Created especially for 
architects and specifiers

Interpon App
Our Interpon App opens 
the door to all you need to 
know about Interpon powder 
coatings


